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figure of Art. 397.    Hence resolving perpendicularly to OQ3 we have                            sin5Q0=-.F.8in4Qa
But BQsinBQC : AQsin AQC is equal to the ratio of the perpendiculars from -B and A  on CQ and is therefore  equal to
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By similar triangles we have BG/CA = 62/a2, hence (Art. 369)
Eh*
In the same way we find by resolving perpendicularly to BQ,
E'tf
Either of these results may he deduced from the other by using the known relations E/b -f E'/c - 0, b/BQ = c/OQ. Art. 397.
If the sphere is the boundary of a solid conductor, F is to be measured outwards from the sphere into the non-conductor, and these expressions give the density at any point. If the sphere is the boundary of a cavity, the force .F must be taken positively inwards and the signs on the right-hand sides of (1) and (2) must be changed.
In both cases let the point (B or C) at which the acting charge is situated be called 0 and let the charge (E or JE') be called El. If k- be the product of the segments of a chord drawn through 0, the surface density p at any point Q on the
,    ,            JEJ*
sphere is given by Airpa = - ~3 .
402. In the case of a solid conducting sphere we may superimpose a uniform stratum of any surface density />0. This addition changes the potential to F0, where F0 = 47rp0a2/a. If p' be the resulting surface density at any point Q} we have
^ a     atiQ*~ a     a CQ* ..............
The quantities of electricity on the sphere due to the two strata respectively are F0a and E', and the total quantity is E" = F0a 4- Ef where E'ja = — E/f. The potential at any external point R is the sum of the potentials of two electrical points, one of mass E' placed at 0, the oilier of mass F0a = E" — E/ placed at the centre A of the sphere.

